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Steganography
Steganography is the art and science of embedding information into a carrier object.

Carrier Object:
image, audio, video, text, software, neural network, etc.

Information:

secret message
copyright mark
serial number
compression code
hash value
digital signature

Applications:

covert communications; (classical) steganography
copyright protection / ownership identi cation; (invisible) watermarking
traitor tracing; ngerprinting
content restoration; self-embedding
tamper detection; fragile or semi-fragile watermarking
data authentication; reversible steganography

Requirements:

(statistical) undetectability
robustness against distortion
robustness against collusion
robustness
fragility (or sensitivity)
reversibility

data annotation in augmented reality, etc.
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Reversible Steganography for Data Authentication
Alice embeds an authentication message into a cover image
to ensure that the sender’s identity has not been forged and the data integrity has not been undermined.
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Evidence Collection
Bob extracts the message to authenticate the received image
and then recover the original image.

Forensic Analysis
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Prediction Residual Modulation
Divide cover image into context and query.
Predict query from context.

ŷ = NN(x)
Modulate prediction residual.
Add modulated residual to predicted query.
Merge context and predicted query into stego image.
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Principle of Prediction Residual Modulation
Law of Error:
Residuals generally centre around zero.
The frequency of a residual is inversely proportional to its magnitude.
Prediction Residual Modulation:
Assigns residuals of small magnitude as the stego channel to carry the payload
at the expense of causing greater distortion to large residuals.

Additional Exercise: Think about how to formulate an optimisation problem for optimal coding table.
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Improvement on Prediction Residual Modulation
Solution:

Problem:
Despite an improved accuracy o ered by neural networks,
non-trivial prediction errors occur when making inferences about
some out-of-distribution and noisy test data.
(rare patterns)

(random patterns)

When we encounter large residuals, we cause large distortion to pixels
without embedding any digit.
In short, how do we choose pixels to embed, say, 30 bits?

residual map

(require context and query)

X 30
X 39

uncertainty map

Based on a supposition that
the expected residual magnitude can be captured by an uncertainty map,
we can modulate the residuals along ascending uncertainty
(in contrast to sequential pathway).
In other words, we have a higher chance to choose
pixels of small residual magnitude for data embedding
(causing smaller distortion)
and pixels of large residual magnitude would likely be unchanged,
considering a xed payload size, rather than embedding
at maximum capacity.

(require context only)

X 30
X 15
Question: How to derive an uncertainty map?
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Let’s rst assume an uncertainty map
has been derived and
take a look on how to
incorporate it into the stego-system.
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Prediction Residual Modulation with Uncertainty Analysis
Divide cover image into context and query.
Predict query and variance from context.

Derive uncertainty map
Modulate prediction residual in ascending order of uncertainty.
Add modulated residual to predicted query.
Merge context and predicted query into stego image.
predicted image

estimated variance

uncertainty
due to out-of-distribution data

uncertainty
due to noisy data

(rare patterns)

(stochastic patterns)
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Bayesian Deep Learning: from Deterministic to Probabilistic
Deep Learning Model:
Most modern deep-learning models are regarded as deterministic
as they only o er predictions but lacking con dence bounds for data analysis and decision making.
Self-Aware Intelligent Machinery:
It is important to be aware of the limitations of a machine that
is deployed in real-world settings and granted autonomous control.
(e.g. medical diagnosis, autonomous vehicles)
Bayesian deep learning provides a way to calculate uncertainty
based on a probabilistic conception

fi
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Neural Networks from Statistical Perspective
Prediction
Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) / Neural Networks
Likelihood function: How likely a particular setting of parameters is
for the observed training data?
MLE nds the most likely setting of parameters for the training data.

Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) / Neural Networks with (Weight Decay) Regularisation
Bayes’ Theorem for Parameter Posterior

MAP takes account of prior knowledge of parameters
and ignores the denominator.

Bayesian Inference / Bayesian Neural Networks

fi

Compute the full posterior distribution.
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Bayesian Inference
Prediction

Bayesian Inference for Posterior Predictive Distribution

Bayes’ Theorem for Parameter Posterior

Marginal Likelihood / Model Evidence
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Monte Carlo Dropout
Posterior Predictive Distribution

Variational Approximation and Monte Carlo Dropout

Gaussian Prior and Likelihood
Sampling model parameters from a variational distribution can be simulated
by dropout, a stochastic process of multiplying the output of each neurone by
a random variable drawn from a Bernoulli distribution.

Gaussian Distribution

Each dropout con guration deactivates a portion of neurones,
yielding a plausible realisation of the parametric model.

ff
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Performing stochastic forward passes T times through a model with di erent dropout masks
during the inference process is referred to as Monte Carlo dropout.
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Uncertainty Disentanglement
Law of Total Variance (unexplained & explained)

Aleatoric Uncertainty
(due to noisy data; typos in questions)

Epistemic Uncertainty
(due to out-of-distribution data; rarely encountered questions)
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Dual-Headed Neural Network
Loss Function

residual map

uncertainty map

Distance Function

Regularisation Function

This weighted distance term discourages the model from
causing high regression residuals with low uncertainty
and attenuates the loss when having high uncertainty.

This regularisation term is designed to
penalise a high amount of uncertainty,
thereby preventing the model from inactive learning.
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Visual Results
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Numerical Results
Uncertainty Quanti cation Performance

Lower Bound: Random Order
Upper Bound: Residual Magnitude Order

Steganographic Rate-Distortion Performance

fi
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Conclusions
Introduce Bayesian deep learning to reversible steganography.
Incorporate uncertainty analysis into prediction residual modulation.
Derive uncertainty via Monte Carlo dropout.
Disentangle predictive uncertainty into aleatoric and epistemic uncertainties.
Construct dual-headed neural network for predicting pixel intensity and estimating variance.
Validate the e ectiveness of uncertainty quanti cation, benchmarked against random selection.

Future Research Directions
Apply techniques to reversible linguistic steganography (textual data). (this paper: image data)
Develop optimal coding for prediction error modulation.

(this paper: heuristics)

Design more powerful neural network models. (our SOTA: RDN)
Investigate novel techniques for uncertainty quanti cation. (our SOTA: MC dropout and dual-headed NN)
Propose novel applications with novel requirements. (our application: data authentication)
Apply Bayesian deep learning to other topics of steganography/watermarking/data hiding.
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Thank you!
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